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Water-Level Changes in the High Plains Aquifer,
Predevelopment to 2009, 2007–08, and 2008–09, and
Change in Water in Storage, Predevelopment to 2009
By V.L. McGuire

Abstract
The High Plains aquifer underlies 111.8 million acres
(175,000 square miles) in parts of eight States—Colorado,
Kansas, Nebraska, New Mexico, Oklahoma, South Dakota,
Texas, and Wyoming. Water-level declines began in parts of
the High Plains aquifer soon after the beginning of substantial
irrigation with groundwater in the aquifer area. This report
presents water-level changes in the High Plains aquifer from
the time before substantial groundwater irrigation development had occurred (about 1950 and termed “predevelopment”
in this report) to 2009, from 2007–08, and from 2008–09. The
report also presents change in water in storage in the aquifer,
from predevelopment to 2009.
Ninety-nine percent of the water-level changes from predevelopment to 2009 ranged from a rise of 41 feet to a decline
of 178 feet. The area-weighted, average water-level changes
in the aquifer were a decline of 14.0 feet from predevelopment
to 2009, a decline of 0.1 foot from 2007–08, and a decline of
0.3 foot from 2008–09. Total water in storage in the aquifer in
2009 was about 2.9 billion acre-feet, which was a decline of
about 273 million acre-feet since predevelopment.

Introduction
The High Plains aquifer underlies 111.8 million acres
(175,000 square miles (mi2)) in parts of eight States—Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, New Mexico, Oklahoma, South
Dakota, Texas, and Wyoming (fig. 1; Qi, 2010). The water
generally occurs under unconfined conditions in the aquifer
and the water body, from a regional perspective, has a water
table at which the water pressure is atmospheric (Weeks and
Gutentag, 1981). The saturated thickness of the aquifer, which
is the distance from the water table to the base of the aquifer,
ranges from less than 50 feet (ft) to about 1,200 ft (McGuire
and others, 2003). Gutentag and others (1984) reported that,
in a few parts of the aquifer area, the water table is discontinuous; these areas are labeled as “areas of little or no saturated
thickness” in figure 1. Wells drilled in areas of little or no

saturated thickness (see fig. 8 in Gutentag and others, 1984)
likely will not yield water unless the well penetrated saturated sediment in either buried channels or depressions in the
bedrock. The aquifer is classified into three regional subdivisions—Northern, Central, and Southern High Plains; there
is little groundwater flow in the aquifer between the regional
subdivisions (fig. 1; Weeks and others, 1988).
The area overlying the High Plains aquifer is one of the
primary agricultural regions in the Nation; in parts of the area,
farmers and ranchers began extensive use of groundwater for
irrigation in the 1930s and 1940s. Estimated irrigated acreage
in the area overlying the High Plains aquifer, which increased
from 1940 to 1980, did not change greatly from 1980 to 2005:
1949—2.1 million acres, 1980—13.7 million acres, 1997—
13.9 million acres, 2002—12.7 million acres, 2005—15.5
million acres (Heimes and Luckey, 1982; Thelin and Heimes,
1987; U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1999 and 2004; Kenny
and others, 2009). In 2005, irrigated acres overlaid 14 percent
of the aquifer area, not including the areas with little or no
saturated thickness (Kenny and others, 2009).
About every 5 years, groundwater withdrawals for irrigation and other uses are compiled from water-use data and
reported by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and State
agencies. Groundwater withdrawals from the High Plains
aquifer for irrigation increased from 4 to 19 million acre-feet
(acre-ft) from 1949 to 1974; groundwater withdrawals for irrigation in 1980, 1985, 1990, and 1995 were 4 to 18 percent less
than withdrawals for irrigation in 1974 (Heimes and Luckey,
1982; U.S. Geological Survey, 2008). Groundwater withdrawals from the aquifer for irrigation were 21 million acre-ft in
2000 and 19 million acre-ft in 2005 (Maupin and Barber,
2005; U.S. Geological Survey, 2008; Kenny and others, 2009).
Water-level declines began in parts of the High Plains
aquifer soon after the onset of substantial irrigation using
groundwater—about 1950 (Gutentag and others, 1984). By
1980, water levels in the High Plains aquifer in parts of Texas,
Oklahoma, and southwestern Kansas had declined more than
100 ft (Luckey and others, 1981).
Long-term water-level changes in the aquifer result from
an imbalance between discharge and recharge. Discharge from
the High Plains aquifer primarily consists of groundwater
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Figure 1. Regional subdivisions of the High Plains aquifer and location of wells measured in 2009 and used in
this report.
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withdrawals for irrigation, but also includes groundwater
withdrawals for public supply and other uses, evapotranspiration where the water table is near land surface, and seepage
to streams, springs, and other surface-water bodies where the
water table intersects the land surface (Maupin and Barber,
2005). Recharge to the aquifer primarily is from precipitation,
but other sources of recharge include seepage from streams,
canals, and reservoirs, and irrigation return flows (Luckey and
Becker, 1999). Water-level declines may result in increased
costs for groundwater withdrawals because of increased
pumping lift and decreased well yields (Taylor and Alley,
2001). Water-level declines also can affect groundwater availability, surface-water flow, and near-stream (riparian) habitat
areas (Alley and others, 1999).
In response to water-level declines, Congress directed
the USGS to monitor water levels in the aquifer; in 1987, the
USGS, in collaboration with numerous Federal, State, and
local water-resources entities (see “Acknowledgments” section), began monitoring water levels in more than 7,000 wells.
Water levels for 2007 were based on measurements from
9,297 wells, water levels for 2008 were based on measurements from 9,416 wells, and water levels for 2009 were based
on measurements from 9,177 wells (table 1; fig. 1; Kansas
Geological Survey, 2010; Texas Water Development Board,
2010; U.S. Geological Survey, 2011).

This report presents water-level changes in the High
Plains aquifer from the time before substantial development
of groundwater for irrigation to 2009, from 2007–08, and
from 2008–09. The time before substantial development of
groundwater for irrigation is termed “predevelopment” in this
report; predevelopment generally is before about 1950, but, in
some areas (for example in the north-central part of the Texas
Panhandle), predevelopment is the late 1990s and in other
areas (for example in north-central Nebraska), substantial
development of groundwater for irrigation has not occurred
to date (2011). Water levels used in this report generally were
measured in winter or early spring, when irrigation wells
typically were not pumping and water levels generally had
recovered from pumping during the previous irrigation season.
This report also describes the amount of drainable water in
storage in the High Plains aquifer in 2009 and the change in
the amount of drainable water in storage in the aquifer from
predevelopment to 2009. Drainable water in storage is the
fraction of water in the aquifer that will drain by gravity and
can be withdrawn by wells. The remaining water in the aquifer
is held to the aquifer material by capillary forces and generally
cannot be withdrawn by wells. Drainable water in storage is
termed “water in storage” in this report.

Table 1. Number of wells used in this report for 2007, 2008, and 2009 water levels, and for the water-level comparison periods—
predevelopment to 2009, 2007–08, and 2008–09 by State, by regional subdivision of the High Plains aquifer, and in total.
Number of wells used in water-level comparison
for indicated period

Number of wells measured

Predevelopment
to
2009

2007–08

2008–09

263

456

343

1,746

566

1,386

1,661

3,802

1,584

3,829

3,761

2007

2008

2009

496

502

357

Kansas

1,722

1,761

Nebraska

3,934

3,929

State
Colorado

New Mexico

105

67

72

116*

37

38

Oklahoma

121

148

135

92

111

131

South Dakota
Texas
Wyoming

113

111

106

71

110

104

2,749

2,839

2,687

726

2,410

2,383

57

59

272

21

55

53

Regional subdivision of the High Plains aquifer (Weeks and others, 1988)
Northern High Plains

4,933

4,914

4,873

2,096

4,711

4,569

Central High Plains

2,385

2,586

2,475

943

1,937

2,240

Southern High Plains

1,979

1,916

1,829

400

1,746

1,665

High Plains aquifer

9,297

9,416

9,177

3,439

8,394

8,474

*For 99 wells in the predevelopment-to-2009 water-level comparison period, 2005, 2006, 2007, or 2008 water levels were used instead of 2009 water

levels because many wells in New Mexico are measured only once every 5 years or because the 2009 water level was not a static water level.
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Data and Methods
Water-Level Data
The water level from the wells used in this report generally are measured with an electric or steel tape using methods
similar to those described by Stallman (1971). Most of the
wells are manually measured 1 to 2 times per year—generally in the winter or early spring and in late fall. Some wells
are measured nearly continuously by using instrumentation
(data recorders and sensors or floats) installed in the well that
records the water level periodically (generally every 15 to 30
minutes) (Cunningham and Schalk, 2011). In 2009, 124 of the
9,177 wells measured and used in this report were measured
continuously (fig. 1). The wells are measured by numerous Federal, State, and local water-resources agencies (see
“Acknowledgments” section).

Characterizing Water-Level Changes,
Predevelopment to 2009
The map of water-level changes from predevelopment to
2009 was developed by first using a geographic information
system (GIS) (ESRI® Arc/Info™ version 9.3) to interpolate
from point measurements to a grid of water-level changes
(using the GIS function, TOPOGRID), and then modeling
the TOPOGRID-output grid as a contoured surface using the
“contour” GIS command (Environmental Systems Research
Institute, 1992 and variously dated). The data inputs to the GIS
TOPOGRID function were the water-level-change values from
wells measured in both the predevelopment and 2009 periods
and the contours of water-level changes, predevelopment to
2007 (McGuire, 2009). The initial water-level-change contours and supplemental water-level-change data from waterlevel measurement in other wells and from published maps
were used to create the final water-level-change contours for
the predevelopment to 2009 period. The supplemental waterlevel-change data were from:
1.

Wells measured in the predevelopment period and in at
least one of the 2005–08 periods, but not in the 2009
period;

2.

Wells measured before June 15, 1978 (but not during or
before the predevelopment period for the area), and in the
2009 period;

3.

Wells measured in 1980 and 2009 and contours from
published maps of water-level changes, predevelopment
to 1980 (Luckey and others, 1981); and

4.

For parts of the aquifer in Nebraska and Wyoming with
few predevelopment water levels, contours from published
maps of water-level changes since predevelopment (Lowry
and others, 1967; Luckey and others, 1981; University of
Nebraska–Lincoln, Conservation and Survey Division,
2009).

Characterizing Water-Level Changes, 2007–08
and 2008–09
Since 1988, annual area-weighted, average water-level
changes had been calculated using Thiessen polygons (Thiessen, 1911) because a larger number of wells were available
with water levels measured in both adjacent reporting years
(1988–2009) and, therefore, the Thiessen polygon method
produced a reasonable value for annual area-weighted, average water-level changes (Kastner and others, 1989; Dugan
and others, 1990 and 1994; Dugan and Schild, 1992; McGrath
and Dugan, 1993; Dugan and Cox, 1994; Dugan and Sharpe,
1996; McGuire and Sharpe, 1997; McGuire and Fischer, 1999;
McGuire, 2001, 2003, 2004a, 2004b, 2007, and 2009). For
this report, maps of generalized annual water-level changes,
2007–08 and 2008–09, were constructed using Thiessen
polygons (ESRI® Arc/Info™ version 9.3) to maintain consistency with previous reports. Thiessen polygons apportion the
water-level change in each well to an area around the well;
the size and shape of each polygon depends on the well’s
proximity to neighboring wells. The area-weighted, average
water-level change values for 2007–08 and 2008–09 were
computed by summing the quantities equal to the area in acres
of each Thiessen polygon multiplied by the actual water-level
change value for each corresponding well, and then dividing
the sum by the aquifer area, excluding areas with little or no
saturated thickness. The maps of generalized annual waterlevel change for 2007–08 and 2008–09 are not included in this
report because this report emphasizes long-term water-level
changes; however, the associated area-weighted, average
values of water-level change and change in water in storage
are presented.

Calculation of Area-Weighted Average WaterLevel Changes, Predevelopment to 2009
Starting in 2000, area-weighted, average water-level
changes since predevelopment have been calculated using
a gridded version of the map of water-level changes from
predevelopment to the reporting year (2000, 2001, 2002, 2003,
2005, 2007, and 2009). The Thiessen polygon method was not
used to calculate area-weighted, average water-level changes
from predevelopment to the reporting year because there are
a smaller number of wells available with water levels measured in both the predevelopment and the applicable report
year periods, which could cause the Thiessen polygon-based
method to produce unrealistic estimates in the areas where
such wells were sparse (McGuire, 2001, 2003, 2004a, 2004b,
2007, and 2009; McGuire and others, 2003).
Using the grid-based method, area-weighted, average
water-level changes from predevelopment to the reporting
year was calculated by multiplying the cell area (61.8 acres)
by the specified value for the associated polygon; summing
the result; and then dividing the sum by the aquifer area,
excluding the areas with little or no saturated thickness. Each
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polygon in the contour map of water-level changes represents
a range in water-level changes, The specified value for the
associated polygon typically was set to the mid-range value
of the water-level-change range associated with the polygon.
Alternatively, the specified value was set to 50 ft for areas of
water-level rises greater than 50 ft, -150 ft for areas of waterlevel declines greater than 150 ft, and 0 ft for areas of little or
no saturated thickness.

Calculation of Change in Water in Storage and
Total Water in Storage
Change in drainable water in storage in the High Plains
aquifer for each period was calculated using the areaweighted, average specific yield of 0.15 for the High Plains
aquifer (Gutentag and others, 1984) and change in the saturated volume of the High Plains aquifer for the period from
the corresponding water-level-change map. Specific yield
of a rock or soil, with respect to water, is the ratio of (1) the
volume of water, which the saturated rock or soil will yield by
gravity, to (2) the rock or soil volume (Meinzer, 1923). The
specific yield of the High Plains aquifer ranges from near 0
to 0.30 (Gutentag and others, 1984). In this report and to be
consistent with previous reports (Kastner and others, 1989;
McGuire, 2009), the change in saturated aquifer volume,
predevelopment to 2009, was calculated as the sum of the
changes in saturated volume for the predevelopment to 2000
period (McGuire and others, 2003), 2000 to 2007 period
(McGuire, 2003, 2004a, 2004b, 2007, and 2009), 2007–08
period, and 2008–09 period.
Total water in storage in the High Plains aquifer in 2009
was calculated by summing the volume of water in storage
in 2000 and the annual changes in water in storage, 2000 to
2009 (McGuire, 2003, 2004a, 2004b, 2007, and 2009). Water
in storage in 2000 was derived by multiplying the saturated
aquifer volume in 2000 by the area-weighted, average specific
yield of the aquifer (0.15). The saturated aquifer volume
in 2000 was calculated using a gridded version (61.8-acre
cells) of the map of saturated thickness in 2000 (McGuire
and others, 2003), multiplying the area of each cell times the
midrange value of the associated saturated-thickness contour
interval; and summing the results. Saturated thickness in 2000
was mapped as the difference between superimposed contours
of the altitude of the water table in 2000 and contours of the
altitude of the base of the aquifer (Weeks and Gutentag, 1981;
Borman and Meredith, 1983; Borman and others, 1984; Hart
and McAda, 1985; Juracek and Hansen, 1995; Luckey and
Becker, 1999; Houston and others, 2003). Annual changes in
water in storage for 2000–01, 2001–02, 2002–03, 2003–04,
2004–05, 2005–06, 2006–07, 2007–08, and 2008-09 were
computed for each time period by multiplying the associated annual area-weighted, average water-level change by the
aquifer area and the area-weighted, average specific yield of
the aquifer (0.15).

Characterizing Change in Saturated Thickness,
Predevelopment to 2009
Change in saturated thickness, predevelopment to 2009,
was mapped by contouring the ratio of water-level change to
predevelopment saturated thickness using predevelopment
and 2009 water-level data and altitude data for the base of
the aquifer. The contours were constructed initially by using
TOPOGRID, a GIS function, and then modeling the output
grid as a contoured surface using the “contour” GIS command (Environmental Systems Research Institute, 1992 and
variously dated). The data inputs to TOPOGRID were the
change in saturated thickness from wells measured in both
predevelopment and 2009, as a percent. The initial changes in
saturated-thickness contours were used with supplemental data
to construct the final contours. The supplemental data were
changes in saturated-thickness data, in percent, from:
1.

Wells measured in the predevelopment period and in at
least one of the 2005–08 periods, but not in the 2009
period;

2.

Wells measured before June 15, 1978 (but not in or before
the predevelopment period for the area), and in the 2009
period;

3.

Wells measured in 1980 and 2009 and contours from
published maps of water-level changes, predevelopment
to 1980 (Luckey and others, 1981); and

4.

For parts of the aquifer in Nebraska and Wyoming with
few predevelopment water levels, contours from published maps of water-level changes since predevelopment
(Lowry and others, 1967; Luckey and others, 1981; University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Conservation and Survey
Division, 2009).

Water-Level Changes, Predevelopment
to 2009
The map of water-level changes in the High Plains
aquifer from predevelopment to 2009 (fig. 2) is based on
water levels from 3,439 wells (table 1) and on other published
data (Lowry and others, 1967; Luckey and others, 1981;
University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Conservation and Survey
Division, 2009). The other published data were used in areas
in Nebraska and Wyoming with few predevelopment water
levels (fig. 2). Water-level changes from predevelopment to
2009 ranged from a rise of 84 ft in Nebraska in the Northern
High Plains subdivision to a decline of 234 ft in Texas in the
Southern High Plains subdivision; 99 percent of the wells had
water-level changes from predevelopment to 2009 that ranged
from a rise of 41 ft to a decline of 178 ft. The area-weighted,
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average water-level change from predevelopment to 2009 was
a decline of 14.0 ft; the area-weighted, average water-level
change from predevelopment to 2009 by State ranged from
a decline of 36.7 ft in Texas to no change in South Dakota.
Area-weighted, average water-level change from predevelopment to 2009 by regional subdivision of the aquifer ranged
from a decline of 34.3 ft in the Southern High Plains subdivision to a decline of 2.9 ft in the Northern High Plains subdivision (table 2). From predevelopment to 2009, water levels
declined more than 10 ft in about 26 percent of the aquifer
area, more than 25 ft in about 18 percent of the aquifer area,
and more than 50 ft in about 11 percent of the aquifer area.
In approximately 72 percent of the aquifer area, water-level
changes ranged from a 10-ft decline to a 10-ft rise. In approximately 2 percent of the aquifer area, water levels rose more
than 10 ft from predevelopment to 2009.
Hydrographs for 10 wells screened in the High Plains
aquifer are presented (fig. 3) to illustrate changes in water
levels at selected locations (fig. 2). The hydrographs show
altitude of land surface, water levels, and the estimated base of
the aquifer at each selected location. The hydrographs include
water-level records for wells where water levels have declined
(figs. 3B, 3C, 3D, 3E, 3G, 3H, and 3I), a well where water
levels have risen (fig. 3F), a well where water levels have not
changed substantially (fig. 3A), and a well where water levels
have risen and declined (fig. 3J).

Water-Level Changes, 2008–09
Water levels were measured in 8,474 wells before the
irrigation season in both 2008 and 2009 (table 1). Water-level
changes in the measured wells ranged from about a 13-ft
decline in Texas in the Southern High Plains subdivision to
about an 11-ft rise in Nebraska in the Northern High Plains
subdivision; 99 percent of the wells had water-level changes
from 2008–09 that ranged from a decline of 9 ft to a rise of 7
ft. Water-level declines of 3 ft or greater occurred in 8 percent
of the measured wells. The area-weighted, average waterlevel change from 2008–09 by State ranged from a 1.6-ft
decline in New Mexico to a 0.4-ft rise in Nebraska (table 2);
area-weighted, average water-level change from 2008–09
by the aquifer’s regional subdivisions ranged from a decline
of 1.1 ft in the Southern High Plains subdivision to a rise of
0.2 ft in the Northern High Plains subdivision. Overall, the
area-weighted, average water-level change in the High Plains
aquifer during 2008–09 was a 0.3-ft decline (table 2).
Table 2. Area-weighted, average water-level changes in
the High Plains aquifer, not including the areas of little or no
saturated thickness—predevelopment to 2009, 2007–08, and
2008–09 by State, by regional subdivision of the aquifer, and in
total.
[Positive values for water-level rises; negative values for water-level
declines.]

Area-weighted, average water-level
change

Water-Level Changes, 2007–08
Water levels were measured in 8,394 wells before the
irrigation season in both 2007 and 2008 (table 1); the irrigation
season generally begins in May, but the actual dates depend
on location. Water-level changes in the measured wells ranged
from about a 15-ft decline in Kansas in the Central High
Plains subdivision to about an 11-ft rise in Texas in the Southern High Plains subdivision; 99 percent of the wells had waterlevel changes from 2007–08 that ranged from a decline of 8 ft
to a rise of 7 ft. Water-level declines of 3 ft or greater occurred
in 6 percent of the measured wells. The area-weighted,
average water-level change in the High Plains aquifer from
2007–08 by State ranged from a 1.1-ft decline in Colorado to a
0.4-ft rise in Nebraska (table 2); area-weighted, average waterlevel change in the High Plains aquifer from 2007–08 by the
aquifer’s regional subdivisions ranged from a decline of 0.6 ft
in the Central High Plains subdivision to a rise of 0.2 ft in the
Southern High Plains subdivision. Overall, the area-weighted,
average water-level change in the High Plains aquifer during
2007–08 was a 0.1-ft decline (table 2).

Predevelopment
to 2009
(feet)

2007–08
(feet)

2008–09
(feet)

State
Colorado

-13.2

-1.1

-0.6

Kansas

-22.8

-.2

-.4

-.9

.4

.4

New Mexico

-15.1

-.4

-1.6

Oklahoma

-12.3

-.4

-.7

Nebraska

South Dakota
Texas
Wyoming

0

0

.1

-36.7

-.1

-1.1

-.4

-.5

.1

Regional subdivision of the High Plains aquifer (Weeks and other,
1988)
Northern High Plains

-2.9

0.1

0.2

Central High Plains

-26.5

-.6

-.9

Southern High Plains

-34.3

.2

-1.1

High Plains aquifer

-14.0

-.1

-.3
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Figure 2. Water-level changes in the High Plains aquifer, predevelopment to 2009 (modified from Gutentag
and others, 1984).
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Figure 3. Hydrographs of water levels for selected wells. [See figure 2 for well locations; use station number to query water-level
history in U.S. Geological Survey National Water Information System (U.S. Geological Survey, 2011)].
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Change in Water in Storage,
Predevelopment to 2009

Table 3. Change in water in storage in the High Plains aquifer,
predevelopment to 2009, 2007–08, and 2008–09 by State, by
regional subdivision of the aquifer, and in total.

Change in water in storage
Predevelopment
to 2009
(million
acre-feet)

2007–08
(million
acre-feet)

2008–09
(million
acre-feet)

State
Colorado

-19.4

-1.3

-0.7

Kansas

-64.7

-.6

-1.1

Nebraska

-16.6

2.5

2.3

New Mexico

-11.4

-.2

-.9

Oklahoma

-13.0

-.3

-.5

South Dakota
Texas
Wyoming

-.5

0

.1

-144.5

-.5

-3.9

-2.6

-.4

.1

Regional subdivision of the High Plains aquifer (Weeks and other,
1988)
Northern High Plains

-47.1

1.1

2.0

Central High Plains

-123.7

-2.5

-3.8

Southern High Plains

-102.3

.6

-2.9

High Plains aquifer

-273.0

-0.8

-4.7

3,157

-25

3,132

-50

3,107

-75

3,082

Year for which storage

-100

change was computed

3,057

-125

3,032

-150

3,007

-175

2,982

-200

2,957

-225

2,932

-250

2,907

-275
-300

[Positive values for increases in water in storage; negative values for
decreases in water in storage]

3,182
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2,882
1950
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Figure 4. Cumulative change and total water in storage in
the High Plains aquifer, predevelopment to 2009 (modified from
McGuire, 2009).

Total groundwater in storage, in million acre-feet

Cumulative change in groundwater storage since predevelopment (about 1950),
in million of acre-feet

Water in storage in the High Plains aquifer in 2009 was
about 2.9 billion acre-ft (fig. 4), which was a decline of about
273 million acre-ft (or about 9 percent) since predevelopment
storage (table 3). Changes in storage that may have occurred
before the predevelopment period used for this report were not
estimated.
The representation of a given change in the volume of
water in storage in an area depends partly on the predevelopment saturated thickness of the aquifer. The map of percentage
change in saturated thickness (fig. 5) presents predevelopmentto-2009 water-level changes as a percentage of predevelopment saturated thickness. This map (fig. 5) is similar in some
areas to the water-level-change map (fig. 2); however, an area
of large water-level change would not result in a substantial
percentage change if predevelopment saturated thickness was
large relative to the water-level change. Conversely, an area
with small water-level change may result in a large percentage
change in saturated thickness because of small predevelopment saturated thickness. By 2009, 13 percent of the aquifer
area had more than a 25-percent decrease in saturated thickness since predevelopment, 5 percent of the aquifer area had
more than a 50-percent decrease in saturated thickness, and
less than 1 percent of the aquifer area had more than a 10-percent increase in saturated thickness.

Summary
The High Plains aquifer underlies 111.8 million acres
(175,000 square miles) in parts of eight States—Colorado,
Kansas, Nebraska, New Mexico, Oklahoma, South Dakota,
Texas, and Wyoming. Water-level declines occurred in parts
of the High Plains aquifer soon after the onset of substantial
irrigation with groundwater (about 1950). In response to
water-level declines, Congress directed the U.S. Geological
Survey to monitor water levels in the aquifer; in 1987, the
U.S. Geological Survey, in collaboration with numerous Federal, State, and local water-resources entities, began monitoring water levels in more than 7,000 wells. Water levels were
measured in 9,297 wells in 2007; 9,416 wells in 2008; and
9,177 wells in 2009. This report presents water-level changes
in the High Plains aquifer from predevelopment (about 1950)
to 2009, from 2007 to 2008, and from 2008 to 2009. The
water levels used in this report generally were measured in
winter or early spring, when irrigation wells typically were not
pumping, and after water levels generally had recovered from
pumping during the previous irrigation season. The report also
presents changes in water in storage and saturated thickness
from predevelopment to 2009.
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Figure 5. Change in saturated thickness of the High Plains aquifer, predevelopment to 2009 (modified from
Luckey and others, 1981; Gutentag and others, 1984).
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The map of water-level changes in the High Plains aquifer from predevelopment to 2009 is based on water levels from
3,439 wells and other published data. Ninety-nine percent of
the wells had water-level changes from predevelopment to
2009 that ranged from a rise of 41 ft to a decline of 178 ft. The
area-weighted, average water-level change from predevelopment to 2009 was a decline of 14.0 ft.
Water levels were measured in 8,394 wells before the
irrigation season in both 2007 and 2008; 99 percent of the
wells had water-level changes from 2007–08 that ranged from
a decline of 8 ft to a rise of 7 ft. The area-weighted, average
water-level change in the High Plains aquifer during 2007–08
was a decline of 0.1 ft.
Water levels were measured in 8,474 wells before the
irrigation seasons in both 2008 and 2009; 99 percent of the
wells had water-level changes from 2008–09 that ranged from
a decline of 9 ft to a rise of 7 ft. The area-weighted, average
water-level change in the High Plains aquifer during 2008–09
was a decline of 0.3 ft.
Total water in storage in 2009 was about 2.9 billion acreft, which was a decline of about 273 million acre-ft (or about
9 percent) since predevelopment. By 2009, 13 percent of the
aquifer area had sustained more than a 25-percent decrease
from its predevelopment saturated thickness, 5 percent of the
aquifer area had more than a 50-percent decrease, and less
than 1 percent of the aquifer area had more than a 10-percent
increase.
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